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Sailing safe aboard the USNS Able

Photos courtesy of Captain Phillip Thrift

Working aboard the USNS Able in April were AB Chris Perry, Third Mate Ryan Trabert, Captain Phillip Thrift, MDR
Diamond Anderson and Second Mate Pavel Gorodnichin.

Members of American Maritime Officers working aboard
the USNS Able in April included Captain Phillip Thrift and
Third Mate Ryan Trabert. With them is AB Chris Perry.
The USNS Able is operated for Military Sealift Command
by Crowley Liner Services and is manned in all licensed
positions by AMO.

Labor, industry form Wisconsin Domestic Maritime Coalition
Thriving Jones Act sector produces $2.2 billion annually for Badger State’s economy
Business and labor leaders from around
the Badger State stood up the Wisconsin
Domestic Maritime Coalition (WIDMAC) as
the voice of the domestic maritime industry
in Wisconsin. The coalition, composed of
leading Wisconsin employers and unions,
launched with an announcement of 41 percent growth of domestic maritime industry
jobs in Wisconsin. These jobs are critical
to the state’s supply chain, enabling the
delivery of vital resources and supplies that
businesses and citizens need during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
According to the findings of a new
report conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) on behalf of the Transportation
Institute (TI), Wisconsin ranks among
the top twenty states in the nation for
the number of domestic maritime jobs,
employing 9,670 individuals and generating
over $635.3 million in worker income. This
thriving industry produces $2.2 billion annually for the Wisconsin economy — an 88
percent increase since the previous study
was completed.
The backbone of the domestic maritime industry is the Jones Act, serving as a
pillar of economic strength and job creation
for Wisconsin. Specifically, this law states
that the transportation of merchandise be-

tween U.S. points is reserved for U.S. -built,
-owned, -crewed and -documented vessels.
The new coalition will educate state
leaders, media, and policy makers on the
importance of this vibrant, growing industry, fighting for the nearly 10,000 domestic
maritime workers in the state, who continue to keep America’s supply chain moving
forward in a safe and efficient manner.
Maritime Leaders Recognize the
Economic Impact of the Jones Act:
“It’s a fact — the Jones Act is a jobs
creator and economic driver for Wisconsin,”
said Michael Gerhardt, president of WIDMAC and vice president of the Dredging
Contractors of America. “Shipyards alone
account for more than 8,000 jobs and
$437.2 million in worker income, having delivered over 1,800 American-made vessels
for the U.S. government and private sector,
including over 60 dredges. Deep-draft
commercial ports and small recreational
harbors are dredged and kept open by
second and third-generation family-owned,
entrepreneurial U.S. companies, enabling
domestic shipping companies to move
millions of tons of cargo each year, which
boosts local economies and strengthens
the overall health of the state.”

“The Jones Act serves legitimate
and lasting economic, national security
and homeland security interests at no cost
to the federal or state governments. This
venerable law stands on its own merit,”
said American Maritime Officers (AMO)
National President Paul Doell.
“Great Lakes vessels carry the raw
materials that drive the nation’s economy. Our lakers are crucial to keeping the
American economy running, and maritime
workers across Wisconsin have stepped
up to meet demand during the COVID-19
pandemic. Our ships are made and maintained in Wisconsin shipyards and move
iron ore, grain, and coal from Wisconsin
ports and deliver salt, cement, stone, and
fuel to Wisconsin docks. With many of our
sailors living in Wisconsin, we proudly stand
up for this vibrant, all-American maritime

economy,” said James Weakley, president
of Lake Carriers’ Association.
“The state of Wisconsin is a
leader in the domestic maritime industry,
supporting over 9,000 family-wage jobs
and contributing over $2.2 billion to the
economy,” said James L. Henry, chairman and president of the Transportation Institute. “The findings in our most
recent study and growing impacts in
Wisconsin demonstrate the strength and
necessity of the Jones Act.”
“These numbers show how the Jones
Act is crucial to not only national security
but also economic security and job growth.
We’re proud to see the domestic maritime
industry’s investments in Wisconsin lead to
job growth like this,” said Michael Roberts,
president of the American Maritime
Partnership.
Thanks to the Jones Act, the
domestic maritime industry now employs
approximately 650,000 Americans across
all 50 states, creates $41 billion in labor
income for American workers, and adds
more than $154.8 billion in annual economic
output each year. Nationally, there are
more than 40,000 American vessels — built
WIDMAC — Continued on Page 3
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Productive partnership holds dues line,
keeps AMO prosperous
All deep-sea,
Great Lakes and
inland waters
AMO members
are encouraged
to make timely
dues payments
beginning May 1
to maintain “good
standing” and help
our union remain prosperous.
All applicants for AMO membership
are encouraged as well to keep current with
their initiation fee and dues payments.
This reminder follows a modest
initiative that essentially made April 2020
a dues-free month. The intent here was to
put some extra cash in the pockets of AMO
members to meet emergency needs at the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic — for
personal use, or to help a suddenly unemployed relative or friend make a mortgage,
rent, car or utility bill payment. If this
unprecedented effort under unprecedented
circumstances helped but one AMO family, it

was well worth it.
AMO members and applicants who
had paid dues from January 1 through
April 30, through the second quarter
(April-June) or through December 2020
will have a one-month credit applied to
their financial obligations to AMO in 2021.
This dues credit will be applied to the most
recent unpaid quarter for each member, in
2019 or 2020, depending upon the member’s payment status.
Some AMO members misinterpreted
this attempt at breathing room as a waiver
of the dues requirement for one complete
quarter or more. But, because this kind
of relief measure had never been applied
before, we had to be both helpful and
responsible.
AMO has lived within its means since
January 2015, and this administration has
focused routinely on cost containment —
beginning with payroll reductions amounting
to immediate savings of about $500,000 a
year through attrition and pay cuts for AMO
officials. This figure does not reflect the

proportionate accompanying savings in employee benefits in the first quarter of 2015.
As a result, all but six months since
the second quarter of 2015 have ended with
accumulating operating budget surpluses — the total surplus in 2019 alone was in
excess of $1 million.
AMO is now in its sixth consecutive
year without a membership dues increase
or an increase in applicant initiation fees,
and AMO membership dues rates remain
the lowest among the three U.S. merchant
marine officers’ unions.
Our union has a healthy cash reserve,
and we have defied past practice by letting
the AMO investment accounts grow, instead
of tapping these accounts routinely to meet
payroll or to pay the monthly bills.
While we now have to monitor the
potentially harmful economic impact of
the COVID-19 crisis on our union — the
potential for widespread layup of vessels
from weak demand for their cargoes and
the consequent loss of jobs and of employer contributions to AMO Plans — we may

approach the point where we can reduce
our membership dues rates.
Sound management of AMO assets is
the result of what I refer to as a productive
partnership between the seagoing AMO
membership and the careful spending policies of this administration. Many deep-sea,
Great Lakes and inland waters AMO members are paying dues directly to the union
by check, by credit card or online. Many are
paying dues through authorized deductions
from AMO Vacation Plan benefits.
But we still have a number of AMO
members behind in dues payments — including many deficient for a year or longer.
This is a matter of both principle and
fairness. We cannot have AMO members in
“good standing” working alongside individuals seriously delinquent in their financial
obligations. We will contact individuals in
significant debt, and we will apply appropriate penalties when necessary.
Membership dues and applicant
initiation fees are AMO’s principal source of
operating revenue. We have done extremely
well together in keeping AMO in the black,
but we can do even better — for each other
and for everyone in AMO.
Thank you.
Paul Doell
May 1, 2020

AMO aboard the
M/V Endurance
Members of American Maritime Officers
working aboard the M/V Endurance in April,
here in Sabine Pass while awaiting orders,
included Second Assistant Engineer Dylan
Pasol, Third A.E. Michael Adduci, First
A.E. Kyle Connolly, Chief Engineer Jacob
Anderson, Captain Morgan Dailey, Chief
Mate Michael DeBlasio, Third Mate Dean
Lynch, Second Mate Brian Roche and
Third Mate Nicholas Stacy. At the time,
the Endurance had been at anchor for an
extended period during efforts to contain
the COVID-19 virus as government-impelled
cargo movements slowed temporarily, and
in some cases stopped, leaving some U.S.flagged vessels idled. The M/V Endurance
is operated for American Roll-on/Roll-off
Carrier by TOTE Services and is manned in
all licensed positions by AMO.

Photo courtesy of Captain Morgan Dailey
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Senators ask President to oppose ‘any
efforts to weaken the Jones Act’
The following letter dated April 27 and
signed by Senators Roger Wicker (R-MS),
Cindy Hyde-Smith (R-MS), Bill Cassidy,
M.D. (R-LA), John Kennedy (R-LA), Lisa
Murkowski (R-AK), Dan Sullivan (R-AK) and
Deb Fischer (R-NE) was sent to President
Donald Trump.
We appreciate the strong leader-

ship you have shown during the ongoing
COVID-19 crisis. As the nation prepares
to reopen the economy, we urge you to
oppose any proposal that would weaken
the Merchant Marine Act of 1920, commonly referred to as the Jones Act (P.L.
66-261). Undermining this law would cost
American jobs and damage the domestic

maritime industry.
The Jones Act has enhanced
American prosperity and national security for 100 years. It ensures that maritime transportation between two U.S.
ports is carried out by vessels that are
U.S.-built, U.S.-owned, and U.S.-crewed.
The law is fully consistent with your Buy

American, Hire American agenda.
Unfortunately, opponents of the
Jones Act have used the COVID-19 crisis
as an opportunity to attempt to undermine existing law. There is absolutely
no connection between the Jones
Act and COVID-19. In fact, the law has
helped produce the types of vessels and
qualified mariners necessary to support
a variety of crisis response operations.
If anything, the Administration and Congress should look for ways to strengthen
the Jones Act.
We ask that you join us in opposing
any efforts to weaken the Jones Act.

AMO aboard Midnight Sun in Jones Act trade

Members of American Maritime Officers working aboard the Jones Act trailership Midnight Sun in March, here in
Anchorage, Alaska, included Chief Engineer Brian DeBord (above left) and Second Mate Chris Parks (above right). The
Midnight Sun is one of two Orca Class ships operated by TOTE in Jones Act service between Washington and Alaska.

State Department establishes expedited process for U.S. mariners to
obtain a new or renewed U.S. Passport during COVID-19 containment
The bulletin below was released April 13 by the U.S. Department of State. Members and applicants of American Maritime Officers who will need a new or renewed U.S. Passport (if their
current U.S. Passport will expire within the next 13 months) can contact AMO Member Services by
e-mail (memberservices@amo-union.org) to obtain a letter from American Maritime Officers,
which will be needed as part of the U.S. Passport application under the new State Department
procedure. Please note: e-mail is not a secure form of communication and Social Security
Numbers and other personal identifying information should not be transmitted by e-mail. If this
information is needed, an AMO Member Services representative will request a direct phone call.
NOTICE TO MARINERS WITH INTERNATIONAL VOYAGES
Due to public health measures to limit the spread of COVID-19, effective March 20,
2020, we are only able to offer service for customers with a qualified life-or-death emergency and who need a passport for international travel within 72 hours (3 business days).
Mariners with International Voyages:
Passport Services will also serve mariners who urgently need a passport for international voyages, and whose current valid passport expires in 13 months or less.
Instructions for Urgent Assistance:
If you have not already applied for a passport:

• Signature of your supervisor or mariners’ union representative
• Date the letter was issued
4. Make a clear copy of your Merchant Mariner Credential (MMC) to include with your
application.
5. Bring the application, required documents, and the passport fee that includes the
$60 expedited fee, with you to your appointment.
If you have already applied for your passport but have not received it, contact the
National Passport Information Center at 877-487-2778 and identify yourself as a mariner
who has already applied and who urgently needs your passport. The Duty Officer will provide
further instructions and the passport agency will contact you to coordinate the delivery or
pickup of the completed passport.
Applying for a Passport for Personal (Non-Life or Death Emergency) Travel:
If you are applying for a passport for personal (non-life or death emergency) travel,
please see our website for instructions and the most up-to-date processing times.
We regret any inconvenience and request your patience and understanding as the
majority of our passport agencies have limited mission critical staffing due to COVID-19.

1. Contact the National Passport Information Center at 877-487-2778 and identify
yourself as a mariner who urgently needs to apply for (or renew) a passport.

WIDMAC

2. The Duty Officer will take your information and schedule an appointment at the
nearest passport agency.

Continued from Page 1

3. In addition to your passport application materials, described on the State Department’s website (https://travel.state.gov/), you will also need to submit a letter from
your employer or your U.S. mariners’ union, on company letterhead that includes:
• Your name
• Date of your next voyage and duration of the voyage
• Printed name and title of your supervisor or mariners’ union representative
AMERICAN MARITIME OFFICER

in American shipyards, crewed by
American mariners, and owned by
American companies — that operate in
our waters 24-hours a day, seven days
a week.
The Wisconsin Domestic Mari-

time Coalition (WIDMAC) advocates for
the Badger State’s strong domestic
maritime industry, including shipping
lines, ship repair facilities, dredging
operators and labor unions. As noted,
Wisconsin’s domestic maritime industry represents nearly 10,000 American
jobs and generates a total annual
economic impact of $2.2 billion.
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National Maritime Center: New e-mail process
for renewal examinations launched on May 1
The following article was released April 22 by the U.S. Coast Guard’s National
Maritime Center.
On May 1, 2020, the National Maritime Center (NMC) will launch a centralized
electronic delivery process (via e-mail) for renewal examinations. This change provides
mariners the ability to request, complete, and submit renewal examinations by e-mail
and will help to maintain the flow of mariner credentials during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Paper mailings will still be available upon request.
Approval to test (ATT) letters for renewal examinations issued on or after May
1, 2020, will include directions on how to obtain an electronic examination, and the
process will be outlined on the National Maritime Center’s Examinations Page website
(https://www.dco.uscg.mil/nmc/examinations/). Mariners who received an ATT
letter and have not received their examination may follow the new e-mail process.
Mariners who already received a hard-copy renewal examination should complete it
as directed in the previously mailed correspondence.
Centralized electronic delivery process for renewal examinations:
• ATT letter issued and mailed to the mariner by the NMC.
• After receipt of the ATT letter, the mariner requests the exam by e-mail to

NMCRenewalExams@uscg.mil or by contacting the NMC Customer Contact Center
(https://www.dco.uscg.mil/nmc/contact/). If the examination fee is not paid, a copy
of the Pay.Gov fee payment receipt must be provided with the request.
• The NMC will e-mail the mariner a PDF copy of the examination module(s), a
fillable answer sheet for each module, and directions for completing the process.
• The mariner completes the answer sheet for each module and returns via e-mail
in accordance with the directions. Mariners have the option to print and mail the answer
sheets in accordance with the directions.
• The NMC will receive the answer sheets, grade them, and notify the mariner of
the results, including any retests or re-examinations required.
• Mariners may be approved for both an original and renewal examination on one
application. They may use the new e-mail process for the renewal examination only and
must schedule exams for the original at a Regional Examination Center using existing
processes (https://tinyurl.com/ydxz3b2h).
If you have any questions, concerns, or feedback regarding this new process,
contact the NMC Customer Service Center by e-mail to IASKNMC@uscg.mil, or by calling
1-888-IASKNMC (427-5662).

U.S. Coast Guard: Novel Coronavirus — update (change 4)
The following is excerpted from a Marine Safety Information Bulletin released April 23 by the U.S.
Coast Guard.
An outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a novel coronavirus (COVID-19) continues
to affect mariners and maritime commerce. Vessels arriving to or traveling between any U.S.
port or place must follow reporting and infection control measures to maintain the safety of
personnel onboard vessels, as well as within the port.
Vessel Reporting Requirements:
Illness of a person onboard any vessel that may adversely affect the safety of a
vessel or port facility is a hazardous condition per 33 CFR 160.216 and must be reported
immediately to the U.S. Coast Guard Captain of the Port (COTP). Cases of persons who
exhibit symptoms consistent with COVID-19 must be reported to the COTP. This requirement
is separate and additional to any other required Coast Guard or Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) reporting, and applies to vessels departing from or arriving to any port
or place in the U.S., includes internal waters, the territorial seas, and deep water ports.
In addition to Coast Guard reporting requirements, 42 CFR 71.21 requires vessels
destined for a U.S. port to report to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) any sick or deceased crew/passengers during 15 days prior to arrival at the U.S.
port. Guidance to vessels to report deaths and illnesses to the CDC can be found at:
https://tinyurl.com/ybl5hqgx. Cargo vessels and Cruise ships. U.S.-flagged commercial
vessels are also advised to report ill crewmembers in accordance with the requirements of
each foreign port called upon. Further, 42 CFR 70.4 states the master of any vessel or person
in charge of any conveyance engaged in interstate traffic, on which a case or suspected
case of a communicable disease develops shall, as soon as practicable, notify the local
health authority at the next port of call, station, or stop, and shall take such measures to
prevent the spread of the disease as the local health authority directs.
See MSIB 06-20, “Vessel Reporting Requirements for Illness or Death,” for further information (http://www.amo-union.net/article.php?a=4007).
Vessel Control Actions:
Presidential Proclamations have placed entry restrictions from persons arriving from
or through the following countries: Iran, China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau), the European states within the Schengen Area (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,

TSA extends expiration date
for certain Transportation
Worker Identification
Credentials (TWICs)
www.amo-union.org

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland), United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland.
Non-passenger Commercial Vessels:
• Non-passenger commercial vessels that have been to the countries noted above or
embarked crewmembers from the countries noted above within the last 14 days, with no sick
crewmembers, will be permitted to enter the U.S. and conduct normal operations, provided
that crewmembers remain aboard the vessel except to conduct specific activities directly
related to vessel cargo or provisioning operations. U.S. citizens or any other persons listed
in Section 2 of Presidential Proclamation “Suspension of Entry as Immigrants and Nonimmigrants of Certain Additional Persons Who Pose a Risk of Transmitting 2019 Novel Coronavirus,” (https://tinyurl.com/rhsfcl6) for example crewmembers with a transit and/or crewmember visa, may be permitted to disembark the vessel to conduct vessel operations pier
side or for the immediate and continuous transit through the U.S. to another country. When
entering the U.S. all persons must be cleared by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and,
if applicable, CDC. Crewmembers without the appropriate visas will generally be required to
remain onboard unless otherwise cleared for entry by CBP and, if applicable, CDC.
• Non-passenger commercial vessels that have been to the countries noted above
or embarked crewmembers from the countries noted above within the last 14 days, and do
have sick crewmembers should expect delays and need to work with local health and port
officials prior to entry.
Onboard Precautions for COVID-19:
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has updated their Interim
Guidance for Ships on Managing Suspected Coronavirus Disease 2019, which is available at:
https://tinyurl.com/y9qljtm2. This guidance includes measures to prevent infection in
crew members, recommended PPE, cleaning and disinfection, how to manage sick passengers or crew.
Vessel owners and operators are encouraged to develop procedures to prevent,
respond, and mitigate the effects of COVID-19 onboard vessels. These plans should include
the applicable aspects of the CDC guidance as well as any additional requirements of local
health agencies.

The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is extending the expiration date
of Transportation Worker Identification Credentials (TWICs) that expired on or after
March 1, 2020 by 180 days. This exemption remains in effect through July 31, 2020
unless modified by the TSA through a notice published in the Federal Register.
In its published notice, the TSA provided the following contact information
for questions regarding this policy: Stephanie Hamilton, 571-227-2851, or e-mail to
TWIC.Issue@tsa.dhs.gov.
The complete Federal Register notice announcing the extension is available online:
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-04-15/pdf/2020-07923.pdf.
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Great Lakes Maritime Task Force highlights essential
infrastructure projects as U.S. economy begins to reopen
The following letter dated April 14 was sent to
the members of the congressional delegation for the Great Lakes region by the Great
Lakes Maritime Task Force, a labor-industry
coalition of which American Maritime Officers
is a member.
The Great Lakes Maritime Task Force,
with 76 members, is the largest coalition
to speak for the Great Lakes Navigation
System. Advocating for domestic and
international shipping, it’s members represent labor and management from U.S.-flag
vessel operators, shipboard and longshore
unions, port authorities, cargo shippers,
terminal operators, shipyards and other
Great Lakes interests. The Great Lakes
regional maritime industry supports more
than 147,000 American jobs in eight Great
Lakes states and generates more than $25
billion in economic activity.
We recognize the considerable
initiatives already enacted by Congress to
protect the health and economic security of
the American people as our nation responds
to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a designated
essential industry, we want to assure you
that we are working closely with state and
federal officials to protect the health of our
workers while maintaining operations and
serving our customers in critical regional
industries such as steel making, manufacturing, mining, energy, and agricultural
production.
Should Congress consider additional
action to further stimulate the economy,
we urge you to consider investments in
Great Lakes navigation infrastructure.

Each of the following recommendations will
not only create jobs in the short term, but
also represent a prudent investment in the
economy of the Great Lakes region.
1. Construct a new Great Lakes icebreaker
Heavy ice threatens the reliability of
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway transportation early and late in the navigation
season, when 15 percent of our cargo
moves. Severe winter ice not only delays
shipping but can be a hazard to the safety
of vessels and their crew. Vessels have
been forced aground or sliced open by
ice flows. In 1979, the U.S. and Canadian
governments had a total of 20 icebreaking
vessels serving the Great Lakes. Today, only
11 such vessels provide icebreaking service.
Combined, inadequate icebreaking capabilities on the Great Lakes during the winters
of 2013-2014, 2014-2015 and 2018-2019 cost
the American economy $2 billion and more
than 10,000 jobs. In 2015, Congress authorized construction of a new heavy icebreaker for the Great Lakes. Congress has also
appropriated $14 million for the project. The
Coast Guard is establishing a project office.
Using the design of the USCGC MACKINAW,
the project can begin immediately. In the
first three to six months the design can
be refreshed, shipyard planning can be
completed, and long lead time equipment
can be ordered. Steel cutting and fabrication can begin within one year after the
money is appropriated. This “shovel ready”
project will be built in the Great Lakes, with
raw materials from the Great Lakes, and

from steel milled in the Great Lakes, and
will serve the Great Lakes for generations.
Construction of the icebreaker will likely
create 1,044 jobs (350 direct shipyard jobs,
310 induced jobs and 384 indirect jobs). The
project’s estimated cost is $162 million.
Total estimated need = $162 million —
U.S. Coast Guard / Procurement, Construction
and Improvement
2. Repair the existing Soo Locks
Owned and operated by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the lock
complex at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan
(“Soo Locks”) enables ships to navigate
the St. Marys River, which connects Lake
Superior to the lower four Great Lakes and
St. Lawrence Seaway. The two currently
operating locks were constructed in 1943
and 1968. This infrastructure, especially
the larger Poe Lock, is in need of repair
to remain operational. In 2007, the Corps
began a multi-year program to rehabilitate
and modernize these locks. To date, more
than $130 million has been appropriated for
this work. At this time, the Corps estimates
that it needs an additional $190 million to
complete the project.
Total need = $190 million — U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers / Operation and
Maintenance
3. Complete construction of the new Soo
Lock
Originally authorized by Congress in
1986 and reauthorized in 2018, the Corps
has initiated construction of a new large

lock at the Soo. To date, the project has
received $241.6 million for construction.
At this time, the Corps estimates that an
additional $789.07 million will be needed to
complete the project.
Total need = $789.07 million — U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers / Construction
4. Repair and rehabilitate Great Lakes
navigation structures
Great Lakes commercial harbors and
municipal waterfronts are protected from
excessive wave action by breakwater and
jetty structures, which are maintained by
the Corps. Due to inadequate funding, many
of these structures have fallen into disrepair, threatening commercial navigation,
recreational boating, and waterfront property. Recent high-water levels and severe
weather events have crippled these structures further and caused extensive damage
in some harbors. The Corps estimates that
eliminating the backlog of repair and rehabilitation work on Great Lakes breakwaters
and jetties will cost $320 million.
Total need = $320 million — U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers / Operation and
Maintenance
5. Eliminate the regional dredging
backlog
The Corps is responsible for maintenance dredging of navigation channels in
the nation’s ports and waterways. Over the
past three decades, Congress has restrictInfrastructure — Continued on Page 12

AMO aboard the
Wilfred Sykes
Members of American Maritime Officers working aboard the Wilfred Sykes
in April included (front: left to right)
First Assistant Engineer Albert Oswald, Captain Eric Treece, (standing:
left to right) Steward Chris Greene,
Third Mate Jason Spegele and Chief
Engineer Aaron Von Sprecken. AMO
represents the officers and stewards
aboard the steamship, which is operated by Central Marine Logistics.

AMO members working
aboard the
Wilfred Sykes
in April, here in
Burns Harbor,
Ind., included
Second Assistant Engineer
Scott Williams
and Chief Engineer Aaron Von
Sprecken.

AMERICAN MARITIME OFFICER

AMO members working aboard the
Wilfred Sykes in April included Third
Assistant Engineer Corey Hamlin.

AMO members working
aboard the
Wilfred Sykes
in April, here in
Burns Harbor,
Ind., included
Second Mate
Jonathan Hoort and Third
Mate Jason
Spegele.
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STAR Center ‘phase 1’ reopening set for June 1;
access to AMO Plans campus remains limited
STAR Center has implemented a phased reopening, which is set to begin on June 1.
During phase 1, STAR Center will offer only essential classes needed to maintain
U.S. Coast Guard credentials and Military Sealift Command employment. The new
phase 1 course schedule for American Maritime Officers members and applicants is
available on page 11 of this edition.
Essential classes — primarily Revalidation and MSC courses — for the
most part remain on previously announced dates. However, class maximums are
impacted by social distancing guidelines and requirements. Those students with
a confirmed slot will be reconfirmed by Student Services. Only students who are
confirmed going forward will have a slot in a course.
STAR Center’s Student Services team continues to process all registrations
submitted by email in a timely manner remotely and in the order they are received.
Email (register@star-center.com) is the preferred method for all registration
inquiries and requests. Phone calls / voicemails will be processed as the circumstances allow. Your patience is requested in these difficult times.
During phase 1, and until further notice, STAR Center will adhere to Centers
for Disease Control, state and local guidelines, as well as best practices, while
meeting the regulatory requirements of our courses. This includes requirements
for student screening, use of facemasks at all times — including upon arrival for
check-in — social distancing, course and campus student population limits, continuation of the no-guest policy, which includes spouses and children, as well as other
changes to our on-campus procedures and operations.
Check-in for those arriving on Sundays will only be permitted between 3 p.m.

and 11 p.m. to allow for required temperature screening. Campus access/check-in
will not be allowed outside of those times. Full details will be included in confirmation emails from Student Services for those students with assigned slots, and will
include acknowledgment of our procedures and agreement to adhere to them while
at STAR Center.
During phase 1, and until further notice, access to the AMO Medical Clinic
will be available by appointment only. No walk-in patients will be taken. The AMO
Medical Clinic can be reached at (954) 927-5213 to schedule an appointment and
specific services.
The AMO Plans Benefit Departments — including medical, vacation and retirement — will continue to process claims and address issues online and by email. No
walk-ins will be taken.
Benefit Contact Information:
• Medical Plan: amomedical@amoplans.com / 800-348-6515 Ext. 12
• Vacation Plan: amovacation@amoplans.com / 800-348-6515 Ext. 15
• 401(k) Plan: amo401k@amoplans.com / 800-348-6515 Ext. 14
• Retirement Services: amopension@amoplans.com / 800-348-6515 Ext. 14
Further information on phase 2 of the AMO Plans campus reopening, and
additional course schedules starting August 1, 2020, will be announced in an upcoming edition.

Congressional sealift hearing underscores importance of
U.S. merchant fleet, Jones Act, Maritime Security Program
Members of Congress and leaders from the
U.S. Transportation Command, U.S. Navy
and the Maritime Administration during
a hearing in March agreed on the importance of revitalizing the nation’s sealift
capabilities through investment in the U.S.
merchant fleet.
While several ideas were presented
during a joint hearing March 11 in the House
of Representatives before the Armed
Services Committee’s Subcommittees
on Seapower and Projection Forces and
Readiness, one point was particularly clear:
without a strong and robust merchant fleet,
the nation’s defense objectives are severely

compromised.
Testifying before the committee were
Commander of USTRANSCOM Gen. Stephen
Lyons; U.S. Navy Vice Adm. Ricky Williamson, deputy chief of naval operations
for fleet readiness and logistics; U.S. Air
Force Lt. Gen. David Nahom; and Maritime
Administrator Rear Adm. Mark Buzby (U.S.
Navy, retired).
“I’m concerned about our ability to
reliably project and sustain power globally in a contested environment. We must
strengthen our sealift ability and reverse
declines in the U.S.-flag commercial fleet,”
Buzby said.

Echoing his comments was Rep. John
Garamendi (D-CA), who quoted from a recent study that highlighted the importance
of the domestic maritime industry and the
Jones Act to national defense.
The Jones Act mandates the use of
vessels that are American-crewed, -built,
-owned and -operated to move cargo
between two U.S. ports. The century-old
cabotage law costs taxpayers nothing, but
is responsible for employing approximately
650,000 Americans across the nation,
creating $41 billion in labor income for
American workers, and generating $154.8
billion of economic output each year.

Beyond its significant economic role,
the Jones Act is also a vital component of
national defense.
The Center for Strategic and
Budgetary Assessments concluded in its
study, “Strengthening the U.S. Defense
Maritime Industrial Base,” without the
Jones Act, the Department of Defense
would not have the mariners necessary to
meet military sealift needs, and the nation’s waterways would be left vulnerable
to foreign infiltration and control.
Rep. Garamendi said the government
Hearing — Continued on Page 7

AMO aboard North Star in Jones Act service

Members of American Maritime Officers working aboard the Jones Act trailership North Star in March, here in Anchorage, Alaska, included Chief Engineer Harry Poole (above
left) and Chief Mate Alecc Clark, Third Mate Arthur Libby, Second Mate Jon Copley and Third Mate Nicholas Kempker (above right). The North Star is one of two Orca Class ships
operated by TOTE in Jones Act service between Washington State and Alaska.
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Export-Import Bank ‘never more important than it is right now’
As portions of U.S. government operations
and the U.S. economy slowed or came to
a standstill, the U.S. Export-Import Bank
ramped up activities to assist American
manufacturers with enduring and maintaining operations throughout the effort to
reduce the spread of COVID-19.
In late March, the Export-Import
Bank (Ex-Im Bank) announced the launch
of four initiatives to assist U.S. businesses,
their customers, financial institutions and
workers.
In a call with the Ex-Im Bank, U.S.
Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer said
he, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and
President Trump “think that the Ex-Im Bank
is very important, arguably never more
important than it is right now,” according to
a report published by World Trade Online. “I
hope that every day, everyone there realizes that our mission is to get deals done and
to get jobs for Americans. Jobs, jobs, jobs —
never more important than it is right now,”
Lighthizer added. “This is — from the point
of view of the president and the secretary
[Ross] and me — this is about you creating
jobs for Americans.”

Set to expire on April 30, 2021, the
four initiatives are:
• A bridge financing program, which
provides short-term loans to foreign purchasers of U.S. exports that are unable to
obtain private-sector financing during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
• Expansion of the bank’s pre-export
financing program, which is intended to
compensate for lost liquidity anticipated
by U.S. manufacturers during the COVID-19
containment efforts. As a result of the lack
of short-term liquidity, many manufacturers will not be able to get the required
pre-export payments from foreign buyers
to complete manufacturing, nor will they be
able to convert their finished products into
cash because of the inability to deliver the
finished product to the foreign customer.
• A supply chain financing guarantee
program to address conflicting working
capital needs of companies and their suppliers, and to provide incentive for banks to
underwrite weaker credits — a particular
need in the current economic environment.
• A working capital guarantee program, which facilitates loans from commer-

cial lenders to creditworthy U.S. businesses
that will be exporting products over the
term of the loan.
Additionally, in April, the bank’s board
of directors voted to temporarily stop providing support and insurance coverage for
the export of medical products being used
to fight COVID-19 in the U.S. The restrictions
are slated to remain in place until September 30 of this year.
The Ex-Im Bank operates at no cost
to U.S. taxpayers. Outside of the relief
initiatives launched by the bank during the
COVID-19 response and subsequent economic downturn, the bank provides loan
guarantees, loan insurance and financing
for U.S. manufacturers and purchasers
of U.S. exports. These activities generate
heavy-lift and other project cargoes for
U.S.-flagged merchant ships, as goods
produced and shipped as a result of these
transactions are subject to U.S. cargo
preference requirements. The bank’s
activities are self-funding through fees
the bank collects for the financial services
it provides.
In December 2019, legislation was

enacted to extend the charter of the Ex-Im
Bank until December 31, 2026. The measure
included a provision to prevent a lapse in
a quorum on the bank’s board, which will
allow the agency to continue to function as
intended. Specifically, if there is an insufficient number of directors to constitute
a quorum for 120 days, a temporary board
consisting of the U.S. trade representative,
U.S. treasury secretary, U.S. commerce
secretary and the members of the board of
directors will convene to conduct business.
The legislation capped the bank’s exposure at $135 billion under its seven-year
charter. As of April, the bank had used $49
billion of its lending authority, the agency’s
Chief Banking Officer, Stephen Renna, told
Inside U.S. Trade. However, he said Congress
would probably approve an increase to the
bank’s exposure cap, something the bank
can request in emergencies.
“When you get into these counter-cyclical points in the economy, when all of a
sudden liquidity is drying up at remarkable
rates — that’s when we’re needed more,”
Renna said. “This is basically our time. This
is when we are needed the most.”

AMO aboard heavy-lift ship SLNC York
At left: Members of American Maritime Officers working aboard the SLNC York, here in
Port Everglades, Fla. in January, included Chief Mate Marc Potty, Captain Tim English
and Chief Mate Johnathan Merzlac. With them is AMO Gulf Coast Representative Mike
Thomas. The SLNC York is operated in the Maritime Security Program fleet by Argent
Marine Operations and is manned in all licensed positions by AMO.

Below: AMO members working aboard the SLNC York in January included First Assistant Engineer Eric Knies, First A.E. Joe Thomas, Chief Engineer Bill Gamage, Third A.E.
Alex Marc-Aurele and Second A.E. Derek Robinson.

AMO members
working aboard the
SLNC York in January included Third
Mate Nick Panor and
Second Mate Patrick
Cooney.

Hearing
Continued from Page 6
needs to step in to stop the alarming trend
of the U.S. merchant fleet’s steady decline
from over 100 ships ten years ago to just
over 80 today.
“The answer is right here in black and
white: a rebuild of the American merchant
marine system,” he said.
With the U.S. becoming a world
leader in the export of natural gas and oil,
Rep. Garamendi and Sen. Roger Wicker
AMERICAN MARITIME OFFICER

(R-MS) have proposed allotting a percentage of those exports to be shipped on
American vessels.
Such a measure would encourage
U.S. shipbuilding, while also providing the
necessary cargoes to increase the mariner
pool, Rep. Garamendi said.
With such a small merchant fleet,
Buzby pointed to the Jones Act, and to
partnerships such as the Maritime Security
Program, as vital to achieving the nation’s
sealift goals. An expanded model of the MSP
could boost the number vessels operating
under the U.S. flag. MARAD is also in the

process of purchasing used vessels to
augment aging assets in the Ready Reserve
Force. Such measures should help boost
mariner numbers, but the shortfall has
reached a critical point should a crisis
arise, Buzby said.
“We also remain committed to our
domestic Jones Act fleet. Jones Act
requirements support U.S. shipyards
and repair facilities, sustain supply
chains that produce and repair American-built ships, and the employment of
U.S. citizen mariners,” Buzby said. “It is
the indispensable foundation of the U.S.

maritime industry and our economic and
national security.”
With the Jones Act celebrating its
100-year anniversary in 2020, Rep. Joe
Courtney (D-CT) said now is an ideal time to
promote the cabotage law and its importance to sealift.
“For a century, the Jones Act has
helped promote a robust domestic maritime industry while preserving our nation’s
security,” Rep. Courtney said. “We are a
maritime nation and the Jones Act is one of
the foundational pillars of a strong maritime policy now and in the future.”
www.amo-union.org
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Navigating with ECDIS
The following article by STAR Center
Instructor Peter Hyams was published in
the October 2019 edition of Pacific Maritime
Magazine and is available on the magazine’s
website at https://tinyurl.com/y7q2zsc3.
It is reprinted here with permission.
The shift away from using paper
charts and paper publications for navigation is rapidly occurring. The days of navigating officers spending time over a chart
table plotting fixes and passage planning,
while not yet a memory, are fading fast on
many vessels. Positions derived by Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) such
as GPS are accepted as accurate, reliable
and robust. Electronic Chart Display and
Information System (ECDIS) is recognized
to provide undeniable safety benefits and
greatly assists the mariner in planning and
watch keeping duties. ECDIS and Electronic
Chart Systems (ECS) have become a central
feature on almost all bridges around the
world. ECDIS is not just a nice to have anymore. It is a no-sail item if not operational.
In July 2017 the USCG — through its
amendment to NVIC 01-16, Use of Electronic
Charts and Publications in Lieu of Paper
Charts, Maps and Publications — formally accepted ECS and ECDIS as the equivalent to
paper charts. Most merchant vessels in the
world have accepted and adopted ECDIS as
the primary means of navigation. Instead of
using paper charts, we’re using computers
with software to control and display chart
data on monitors for planning and effectively navigating the vessel. Mariners have
had to break through opinions and misconceptions of not using paper charts, such as
‘why change the status quo’ and ‘old habits
die hard,’ and accept the risk of essentially
using a computer, chart data and a GNSS
input to navigate.
Similar to ARPA replacing manual
radar plotting, ECDIS is replacing paper
charts. You can still manually plot targets,
but why? You can still navigate with paper
charts, but why?
Cost/benefit is one. Man hours to
correct charts and passage planning,
procuring and purchasing paper charts in
addition to the cost of the required official
Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs),
equate to cost. Then consider the time
savings, and given a thorough risk analysis,
add the safety factor provided by having
and using ECDIS effectively, equate to savings. A cost to benefit analysis has resulted
in companies being the driver of the shift to
ECDIS as the primary means of navigation
versus the continued use of paper charts
and traditional paper chart plotting and
navigation.
However, as companies have made
and are making the shift away from paper
charts, mariners are confronted with the
reality of learning, reviewing and/or being
refreshed in the different tasks and skills
required for paperless navigation. Even
though companies have made the shift
to ECDIS, policies and procedures have
lagged. Specifically, the voyage planning
process, updating the ENCs, basic functions
and safety parameter settings, monitoring
requirements, information displayed and
www.amo-union.org

alarm management.
Using ECDIS, in the absence of clear
guidance, mariners come up with their
own standing orders and work instructions
which can vary from vessel to vessel.
Further, there is no requirement for formal
ECDIS refresher training, required ECDIS
equipment specific familiarization varies
significantly, and many companies lack
a thorough understanding of ECDIS. This
has translated into outdated or incomplete
procedures in Safety Management Systems (SMS). Mariners are confronted with
remembering the basics of ECDIS from past
training. They apply or not those fundamentals into the real world. They must keep the
ENC folios up to date. All while continuing to
safely navigate their vessels as companies
try to catch up with the imposed change to
paperless navigation.
What is Paperless Navigation?
On SOLAS vessels, paperless navigation is possible if the vessel is equipped
with at least two type approved ECDIS units
loaded with official up to date ENCs. The
ECDIS must display the chart data to the
latest International Hydrographic Office
(IHO) standards. Planning and monitoring
are performed using ECDIS versus paper
charts. ECDIS becomes the navigator’s
principle tool. Paper charts are no longer
maintained on the bridge.
In the US, on non-SOLAS vessels,
in accordance with NVIC 01-16, paperless
navigation is possible using ENCs on ECS
equipment (not type approved by a class
society). A back up is required. Paper
charts are not required. The USCG qualifies
in the NVIC that mariners are not required
to use electronic charts or electronic charting systems but offers a voluntary alternative means to comply with the US chart and
publication carriage requirements.
Navigation Responsibilities Don’t Change
Paperless navigation does not
change how navigation is to be conducted
at a fundamental and conceptual level. It
does, however, distinctly involve navigation
using digital charting products and ECDIS,
ECS or Portable Pilot Unit (PPU) equipment.
ECDIS, ECS and PPU’s have features and
competencies to be mastered. Paperless
navigation changes the practical real
time nature of the task of navigating. The
navigator must utilize menus and perform
button clicks rather than use pencils, triangles and dividers.
ECDIS can contribute to safe navigation by improving situation awareness to
prevent grounding and monitor the vessel’s
passage. Integrating other navigational information effectively (Radar, ARPA
targets, AIS, Maritime Safety Information),
ECDIS provides the mariner with a powerful
resource. Yet for all of this technology,
the fundamental skills of the professional
navigator remain unchanged. All mariners
— master, pilots and navigation officers
must constantly use all available means to
check and keep the vessel safe.
With ECDIS, navigating responsibilities don’t change, they are just different.

Images: Captain Alex Rameriz

The captain who captured these images of a Transas ECDIS on the ARC Liberty, making an
approach to Shanghai, said it was the most challenging transit he ever completed.
The fundamental techniques, processes,
skills, and philosophy of how navigation
is planned and conducted do not change.
However, how navigation is executed is
different. A real time position is provided
automatically and continuously. When
navigating with ECDIS, the key task for the
OICNW is to prove the system is correct.
Thus, while it is no longer necessary to
conduct 6 minute fixes when in coastal
waters, the OICNW must continually seek
to verify the position displayed on ECDIS is
correct. This is achieved using all available
means such as a manual visual fix, a radar
fix, parallel indexing or radar overlay over
the ENC. The prudent mariner will seek to
use a combination of all of these means
continually to guard against the possibility
of a systemic error, i.e., in any one position
sensor, another attached sensor and/or
within the system itself.
Considering voyage planning, the fundamentals of establishing a safe, efficient
and compliant passage plan don’t change.
Planning on ECDIS provides many enhanced
functional advantages to planning on paper
and to quote many who do it, “it is easier”. That said, there are some significant
learning curves, such as you are looking at
a monitor about 1/10th the size of a paper
chart, scaling is performed by zooming in
and out, you can add and remove layers so
chart features must effectively be displayed to see all hazards and information
required to plan safely. Publications are still
referenced.
A plan on ECDIS is different than a
plan on paper. Given a planned route is a
set of waypoints and the subsequent legs,
on paper this is the track line. However, on
ECDIS a plan is a corridor defined by the
track line and out to defined distances port

and starboard for each leg. After properly
checking the plan, anywhere within the corridor is considered safe to navigate. When
underway, a deviation is considered as a
position outside the safety corridor versus
off the track line as it is on paper. That’s a
big difference.
ECDIS slowly has become the primary
means of navigation on many vessels as
operators see the cost benefit in both time
spent (man hours) planning and correcting
paper charts, scheduling and fuel savings
as previously explained. SOLAS mandates
ECDIS however, on most government
vessels or vessels exempt from SOLAS, the
shift has been slow. Furthermore, cost, perceived security risk, limited connectivity,
the shift from the use of traditional paper
charts to navigate and the new skills that
need to be learned using ECDIS has contributed to the slow shift on many government
contract vessels.
Issues, Advantages, Disadvantages
Consider the following advantages using
ECDIS (or ECS) to navigate:
• Continuous real time position provided
• Work load reduced especially for
planning, plotting positions, noon slips,
speed/distance calculations
• Interface with radar, AIS and ARPA,
provides instantly the location of other
targets with respect to geographic
features (TSS, fairways, navigational
hazards, etc.)
• Assists with situational awareness and
the ability to see the big picture
• Potentially dangerous situations can
be avoided by blending what can be
visibly seen with the information proECDIS — Continued on Page 9
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TOTE Services selects Philly Shipyard to build
National Security Multi-Mission Vessels
The following is excerpted from an article released April 8 by TOTE Services.
TOTE Services, LLC, an affiliate
of TOTE, LLC and an industry leader in
ship management, marine operations
and vessel services, has awarded
Philly Shipyard, Inc., the sole operating
subsidiary of Philly Shipyard ASA,
a contract to construct up to five
new ships — the National Security
Multi-Mission Vessels (NSMV) — to provide world-class maritime training for

ECDIS
Continued from Page 8

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

vided by the machines (Radar ECDIS,
AIS, etc.)
Ability to see Radar on chart, ARPA on
chart, AIS on chart, MSI on chart
Ability to manage information displayed – what you need when you need
it
Ability to pull detailed information
about objects from chart database
Fast and easy to correct charts (and
pubs)
During challenging navigational situations, heavy traffic, night, new port of
call, ECDIS can make the navigational
task more efficient and simpler
Increased situation awareness
provided and maintained without the
distraction of needing to continually fix
the vessels position manually
Seeing real time where the vessel is
and where it is headed
ENCs have the ability to be customized for the navigational task at
hand including clearly seeing safe
and unsafe water and depths (spot
soundings) relative to the vessels
draft, not just what the paper chart
provides

Consider some real or perceived disadvantages using ECDIS (ECS) to navigate:
• Monitor/display size vs. paper chart
size
• Risk of over reliance – the display can
be seductive
• Displays, controls, menus, graphic
user interfaces (GUI) vary significantly
across manufactures
• User(s) not familiar with the equipment
increases the likelihood of distraction
and lost situation awareness
• User has forgotten some fundamentals
of ECDIS use and its limitations
• May provide a false sense of security
• Requires a full understanding of the
functions and limitations of the system
• Requires a high level of ‘knobology’ and
computer skills
• Information overload is possible
• Ability to lose the clarity of the navigational picture by having excessive
navigational information (Radar/ARPA/
AIS) or chart feature layers displayed
AMERICAN MARITIME OFFICER

America’s future mariners and to support
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief
in times of need.
This award will execute the Maritime
Administration’s vision to recapitalize
the training fleet of our nation’s maritime
academies, which provide qualified officers
to the domestic maritime industry. These
training vessels will address a critical
shortage of qualified officers needed to
crew commercial and government-owned
sealift ships during crises and will replace

the current training ships at the state
maritime academies in New York, Massachusetts, Maine, Texas and California.
TOTE Services was selected by
MARAD in May 2019 to be the Vessel Construction Manager for the NSMV program
to ensure the utilization of best practices
in commercial ship construction. Congress
has appropriated funding for three ships
and the President’s budget request includes
funding for the fourth training ship.
TOTE Services has commissioned

•
•
•

Considerations in preparing mariners in
the context of training and familiarization of equipment on board:
• Currently, there is no refresher training
required by USCG on ECDIS
• Practical usage and overall experience
can vary significantly
• To learn the system on board requires
some level of computer literacy, sensor
networking, local area network (LANs)
and ambition
• Ability to remember navigation basics
and willingness to apply those using a
new medium
• Every vessel has its own system and
interfaces with other equipment. There
needs to be more effort put into the
learning of the vessel’s system and
peculiarities
• Understanding ECDIS goes beyond just
a simple position on a chart
• Manufacturer CBT and Familiarity/
Assessment methods vary in the
deeper understanding and nuances of
using ECDIS and the way it’s networked
with other sensors and navigational
equipment
• Confidence in the system(s) needs to
be developed
• Distinguish familiarity vs. distraction
• Accept there is a significant learning
curve for more complicated systems
• Understand the interfacing with other
sensors and equipment, the information provided and accuracy and
integrity of that information from a
particular source
• Understanding the LAN
• Understanding and being familiar with
fall back capabilities
• Understand the importance of infor-

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Vulnerable to power disruptions
Vulnerable to GNSS failure or error
Position, chart features, AIS target
information, etc. may appear more
accurate than they really are
Potential cyber vulnerability and/or
vulnerability to a virus
Potential display, alarming or system
anomalies
Lack of comprehensive ECDIS (paperless) navigation policy and procedures
in SMS (both for planning and monitoring)
Other considerations/issues:
IT/Tech savviness is necessary,
especially for the navigational officer
responsible for procuring permits and
weekly update file sets. There needs to
be vessel specific work instructions
Data procurement is affected by limited bandwidth
Ability to work with the chart provider
to procure the permits and charts
needed
Understanding the updating process
in ECDIS and ability to safely and
reliably apply the permits and updates
to all the individual ECDIS units. There
should be work instructions
A vessel fitted with an Integrated
Bridge System (IBS) requires users to
have a thorough understanding of the
configuration, interfaces and network
Not all capabilities may be realized,
understood and/or used
Officers need a high level of motivation
to figure out the more complex systems on board, referencing manuals,
and testing through trial and error.
There is a lot of “figuring it out on your
own”
In the context of IBS, displays and GUI
may not be as intuitive as they could or
should be
Considering alarm management on
ECDIS or IBS, sometimes it becomes
a ‘pick your evil’ with parameter settings, i.e., balancing compliance and
best practice with practical application, providing the alerts that are
truly relevant or not, and attempting
to prevent unnecessary alarming
distraction
Users should be receptive to a better
practice than what is actually being
used

Philly Shipyard to construct the first
two NSMV training ships with options
for the remaining three. The ships will
be owned and operated by MARAD.
The new vessels will maximize the
capabilities to educate future mariners
by providing first-of-this-kind training
facilities, including dual engine rooms
and pilot houses and the latest in maritime technologies with space to train
up to 600 cadets at sea.
In addition to being a stateof-the-art training and educational
platform, the NSMV is a highly-functional national asset designed to fulfill
numerous roles. Each ship will feature
modern hospital facilities.

•

•

mation management including the
ability to manage information from
ECDIS, Radar, ARPA, AIS, and what is
seen out the windows
Alarm management requires an understanding of the safety parameter set
ups and applying them into the ECDIS
appropriately for the navigational
situation at hand
Updating process including detailed
work instructions from procurement
to chart synch thru LAN or USB to each
unit

Responsibilities Don’t Change
As the benefits of ECDIS and ECS
are realized, they may become the primary means of navigation on your vessel. It
is important to remember that navigation
responsibilities don’t change, however,
there are tasks and skills required for
paperless navigation that are different than navigating with paper charts.
Companies need to embrace and include
best practices and procedures into their
SMS. System familiarization, refresher
training and regular navigation audits are
essential to insure navigation is being
properly performed. The interface with
other navigational equipment can provide
the mariner with a wealth of information.
With effective information management,
situation awareness can be improved and
help make the task of navigating easier
and more efficient.
Note: This article and information
contained in it served as the driving force in
creating the new STAR Center eNavigation
and Watchkeeping Refresher Course. More
information is available on the AMO Currents
website: https://tinyurl.com/y7vwqg6a.

Photo: Captain Kyle Campeau

Crowley’s LNG-fueled Taíno is fitted with a Furuno integrated bridge system.
www.amo-union.org
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Mobile: (419) 346-1485
(419) 243-1105 / (888) 853-4662
MikeReny@BEX.NET
FAX: (419) 243-8953

AMO PLANS CONTACT INFORMATION
AMO Plans normal business hours are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Eastern.
Phone: (800) 348-6515
To request a connection with a specific person, dial “0” for the operator.
Medical Customer Service: extension 12
Retirement Services (Pension, 401(k), MPB, and DC): extension 14
Vacation: extension 15
www.amo-union.org

FAX — Retirement Services: (954) 922-7539
FAX — Medical Plan: (954) 920-9482
FAX — Vacation Plan: (954) 926-7274
E-mail — Medical Plan: amomedical@amoplans.com
E-mail — Vacation Plan: amovacation@amoplans.com
E-mail — 401(k) Plan: amo401k@amoplans.com
E-mail — Retirement Services: amopension@amoplans.com
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AMO Safety and Education Plan — Simulation, Training, Assessment & Research Center
(954) 920-3222 / (800) 942-3220 — 2 West Dixie Highway, Dania Beach, FL 33004

General Courses
Advanced Fire Fighting Refresher

2 Days

6 July

Basic Safety Training — All 4 modules must be completed within 12 months: Personal Safety Techniques (Mon./Tues. — 1.5
days), Personal Safety & Social Responsibility (Tues pm — .5 days), Elementary First Aid (Wed. — 1 day), Fire Fighting & Fire 5 Days
Prevention (Thurs/Fri — 2 days) — not required if Combined Basic & Adv. Fire Fighting completed within 12 months.
Basic Safety Training — Refresher

3 Days

8 July

Tankerman PIC DL — Classroom

5 Days

1 June

Tankerman PIC DL — Simulator

10 Days

27 July

Proficiency in Survival Craft (Lifeboat) REFRESHER

1 Day

11 July

Radar Recertification

1 Day

6 July

Basic Training & Advanced Fire Fighting Revalidation (Required by first
credential renewal AFTER 1 January 2017)

2 Days

15, 29 June

Basic CBR Defense — Refresher required every 5 years

1 day

30 July

Damage Control — Refresher required every 5 years

1 day

29 July

Helicopter Fire Fighting — Refresher required every 5 years

1 day

28 July

Marine Environmental Program (with CBRD) — Refresher required every 5 years

1/2 day

30 July

MSC Readiness Refresher — Must have completed full CBRD & DC once in career

2 days

27 July

MSC Watchstander — BASIC — Once in career, SST grads grandfathered

2 days

22 June

MSC Watchstander — ADVANCED — Required for all SRF members

1 day

5, 12, 19, 23
June

MSC Ship Reaction Force — Required every three years for SRF members

3 days

24 June

Small Arms — Initial & Sustainment (Refresher) Training — Open to
members & applicants eligible for employment through AMO (w/in 1 year) or
MSC on MARAD contracted vessels.

4 days

1, 8, 15, 29
June

6 July

20 July

13, 20 July

MSC Training Program

10, 17, 24 July

6, 13, 20 July

NOTICE: AMO members planning to attend STAR Center in Dania Beach, Florida — either to prepare for license upgrading or to undergo specialty training—are asked to call the school to confirm course schedule and space
availability in advance. Restrictions are in place due to COVID-19, including a no-guest policy. Details will be given by STAR Center’s Student Services team upon confirmation of a slot.
NOTICE OF NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY AS TO STUDENTS: The Simulation, Training, Assessment and Research Center (STAR), established under the auspices of the American Maritime Officers Safety and Education Plan,
admit students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin or sex to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the Center. It does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, national or ethnic origin or sex in administration of its educational policies, admission policies and other programs administered by the Center.

register@star-center.com H FAX: 954-920-3140
If possible, please use the secure online course application:
https://www.star-center.com/forms/reg.mbr.live.html
NAME:

DATE:

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

HOME PHONE: (

)

ZIP CODE:

CELL PHONE: (

STAR Center “No Show” Policy for Registered and Confirmed Students: STAR Center
students who are enrolled and who have been confirmed are REQUIRED to notify STAR Center at least 48 hours prior to the start date of a course when a short notice change arises
such that they will no longer be able to attend by contacting Student Services by phone at
(800) 342-3220 Ext. 201, (954) 920-3222 Ext. 201, or by e-mail: register@star-center.com.
STAR Center values all our AMO Plans Participants’ time and efforts and understands issues
may arise that will impact schedules and travel. However, “No Show” students impact other
AMO Plans Participants who may be on a wait list and could fill the unused seat. We therefore
ask that our enrolled and confirmed students respect the needs of their fellow AMO students
and contact STAR Center as noted above so their seat may be filled. The circumstances of “No
Show” students will be reviewed as necessary. Those who are repeat “No Show” students may
have all future STAR Center enrollment applications wait-listed for the requested course(s)
until all other AMO participants are accommodated.

Desired Course(s)

Preferred / Alternate Start Date

/
/
/
/

)

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
MARINER REFERENCE NUMBER:
UNION CARD / APPLICANT NUMBER:

SSN (LAST 4 NUMBERS):

MOST RECENT VESSEL:

Lodging / Accompanying Guest Information

COMPANY:
CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO A VESSEL UNDER MSC OPERATIONAL CONTROL (Y/N) ?
DATE ASSIGNED:

DATE DISCHARGED:

CURRENT LICENSE:

EXPIRATION DATE:

Check IN Date:

/

/

Check OUT Date:

(Day before class starts)

Spouse / Guest / Significant Other

/

/

(Day after class concludes)

Relationship

Age (if Minor Under 18)

Please call or e-mail to confirm your class at least two (2) weeks prior to course
start date. In the event of a Waiting List, your place will be released two (2)
weeks before the scheduled start date if we have not heard from you.

To confirm course registration, please call: (800) 942-3220 Ext. 201
For course attendance confirmation, please call: (800) 942-3220 Ext. 200
H YOU MUST BE FIT FOR DUTY TO ATTEND CLASSES H
STAR Center Use Only / Tracking Number:

Students must be “fit for duty” and guests must be capable of performing “activities of daily
living” without assistance. All Minors under 18 must be accompanied by an adult at all times
while at STAR Center. Include ages of all Minors under 18 on list above.
[ ] Check if baby crib required

Lodging Remarks / Requests:

STAR Center admits students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin or gender.
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AMO aboard
the M/T Maersk
Michigan
Members of American Maritime Officers
and the Seafarers International Union
onboard the M/T Maersk Michigan in April
— the ship is operating under Military
Sealift Command charter delivering fuel
in the Far East.
Photos courtesy of Captain Thua Pham

AMO members working aboard the M/T Maersk Michigan in April included Second Mate
William Harris, Third Mate John Lorenz, Captain Thua Pham and Chief Mate Roger Daggett.

AMO members working aboard the M/T Maersk Michigan in April included Second Assistant
Engineer John Peterson, First A.E. Maciej Szmytkowski, Chief Engineer Marc Salerno and
Third A.E. Jacqueline Mahoney.

DHS postpones enforcement of REAL ID requirements until October 1, 2021
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) published a final rule in the Federal Register April
27 postponing enforcement of REAL ID regulations until October 1, 2021.
According to the final rule, beginning on that date, federal agencies may not
accept a state issued driver’s license or identification card for official purposes from
any individual unless such license or card is a REAL ID compliant driver’s license or
identification card issued by a state that DHS has determined is in full compliance
with REAL ID requirements.
Previously, the Transportation Security Administration, a division of DHS, had
announced that, beginning October 1 of this year, every air traveler 18 years of age
and older would need identification compliant with REAL ID requirements to fly within
the United States. As noted above, the enforcement date has been postponed until

MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
Regular monthly membership meetings for American Maritime Officers
will be held during the week following the first Sunday of every month
beginning at 1 p.m. local time. Meetings will be held on Monday at AMO
National Headquarters (on Tuesday when Monday is a contract holiday).
The next meetings will take place on the following dates:

June 8, July 6, August 3

______

Infrastructure
Continued from Page 5
ed appropriations for harbor maintenance to less than the fees collected for
this purpose due to budgetary constraints. The result is navigation channels and harbors choked with sediment.
The Corps estimates that $150 million
will be needed to eliminate the dredging
backlog in the Great Lakes Navigation
System and restore navigation channels
to functional dimensions.
Total need = $150 million — U.S.
www.amo-union.org

Army Corps of Engineers / Operation and
Maintenance
6. Repair and modernize port and dock
infrastructure
Throughout the Great Lakes region,
port and dock infrastructure is in need
of repair, modernization and expansion.
The Maritime Administration’s new Port
Infrastructure Development Program
provides federal assistance to improve
the safety, efficiency and reliability of
the movement of goods through the
nation’s seaports. Congress reauthorized
the program in 2019 and the agency

October 1, 2021.
The Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) and the U.S. Merchant Mariner Credential are listed by the TSA among the acceptable forms of REAL ID
identification.
A listing of acceptable forms of identification is available on the TSA website
(https://www.tsa.gov/travel/security-screening/identification). More information
about REAL ID is also available on the TSA website (https://www.tsa.gov/real-id).

Newport Group phone number, Web
address for managing individual
AMO Plans retirement accounts
If you have questions regarding your individual AMO Plans retirement accounts —
401(k), Defined Contribution, Money Purchase Benefit — you can contact the Newport Group by phone at 800-650-1065. If you need investment advice, a Newport
Group representative can transfer you to a Merrill Lynch advisor.
As before, there will continue to be no fee to consult with a professional
investment advisor. You can review your accounts and investment selections
online at https://www.newportgroup.com by clicking the “Log In” tab and
selecting “Participant Access” from the menu.

awarded its first round of grants in early
2020. We are pleased to note that Great
Lakes ports were highly competitive
and secured 18 percent of all nationwide
funding. It is our understanding that
more than 50 project sponsors throughout the U.S. applied for the first round
of grants, seeking more than $1.2 billion.
This illustrates that the nation’s ports
and terminals are ready to deploy up to
that amount for qualified projects.
Total recommended nationwide = $1
billion — U.S. Department of Transportation /
Maritime Administration / Port Infrastructure
Development

To be clear, the amounts cited above
for each recommendation represent the estimated total need and may require several
fiscal years to be deployed. These investments are generally ongoing projects and
programs. They have been authorized by
Congress, and members of the Great Lakes
congressional delegation have championed past funding for each of them. In this
regard, we believe they represent prudent
and responsible options for infrastructure
investment.
Thank you for considering our views
and the needs of the Great Lakes commercial maritime economy.
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